
Seradex OrderStream
Technical Release Notes

May 2023

AcctMaintenance.dll

6.4.124 04/21/2023 I2301358 Remove Create new dialog from updating ship to when set to inactive. Add 

view options for inactive ship tos, remove them by default.

I2303260 Forced the AcctMaintenance ShipTo form to report that its data had changed 

when a different CustomerShipTo record was selected from the Lookup via 

the search.

6.4.125 04/27/2023 I2304313 The logic to determine whether or not a ShipTo is inactive - and therefore 

able to be saved as a new ShipTo - has been corrected.

6.4.126 04/28/2023 I2304318 Corrected handling for inactive ShipTos.

ActiveM20.dll

6.4.149 02/27/2023 I2302331 Corrected issue whereby Unapprove of a vendor invoice does not function as 

expected.

6.4.150 03/08/2023 I2303047 Corrected issue whereby Unapproval would not perform all required actions 

to unapprove properly.

6.4.151 04/21/2023 I2202286 Ensure boms marked as buy only with a bom are excluded from Item running 

balance calculations.

AdminTools.dll

6.4.70 04/10/2023 I2303344 Modified AdminTools to address an issue copying a larger number of files 

than the Windows API can handle.

AutomatedReports.exe

6.4.11 04/21/2023 I2206027 Removed extraneous deprecated call to run the automated report.

AutoUpdater.exe

6.4.45 03/09/2023 I2007120 Improved the following: Handling of mapped drives that are not available in 

an elevated session.  Detection of IE enhanced security configuration in a 

64-bit environment.  Detection of the OS displayed on the Manual Update 

screen (Windows 10 and Server 2019 improved, Windows 11 and Server 

2022 added).  Minor handling of the OrderStream App Path.  

The connection info is now read from the sxRelease folder instead of the 

local ActiveERP folder, which allows it to use the updated connection info 

before the local ActiveERP folder is updated.  This ensures that the correct 

SQL sxSystem database will be updated with the update state of the 

machine being updated, which eliminates the possibility of AutoUpdater 

running twice, because it would have updated the old sxSystem database on 

the first run.

6.4.46 03/13/2023 I2303162 Modified to eliminate an error that can occur when attempting to relaunch 

AppBox or OrderStream after applying updates.

AutoUpdaterServerInstaller.msi
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6.4.2 03/09/2023 I2202154 Updated to improve the descriptions of the fields on the data entry screen 

(Release name and Port) and make better use of the screen real estate to 

ensure that descriptions are not cut off.

Config.dll

6.4.202 03/14/2023 I2302387 Corrected issue whereby reconfigure can lose the original item spec props 

on the original spec and duplicate it onto the new spec.

6.4.203 04/21/2023 I2302302 Corrected an issue that causes auto configurator processed line items to be 

flagged as successfully processed with no errors, although no bill of 

materials are created.

I2207074 Updated the detail OwnerType text that was being used for Service Order 

configurator.

I2301325 Added the clearing of the Input worksheet property values when clearing the 

configurator form control values via the menu item.

I2204171 The auto processor will now prompt users to confirm updating line item 

pricing when reconfiguring from estimate and sales order, depending on the 

application preference: "Prompt to update line item pricing when configuring"

CreditNote.dll

6.4.137 04/21/2023 I2301279 The net price value will no longer be lost when updating an existing credit 

note document.

CRM.dll

6.4.143 04/21/2023 I2304170 OppSub menu item now hidden by default.

CRMOutlook365MailReaderService.msi

6.4.3 02/22/2023 I2210215 Modified to ensure that the Installer uses an up to date version of the TLS  

(Transport Layer Security) protocol.  Also, updated the service to use the 

latest Microsoft Graph and Indentity Client libraries.

Database Setup Wave 0.xls

6.4.4 04/21/2023 I2303130 Update to address an issue with the import of CompanySetup info from the 

standard Wave 0 import.

Database Setup Wave 0.xlsm

6.4.4 04/21/2023 I2303130 Update to address an issue with the import of CompanySetup info from the 

standard Wave 0 import.

Database Setup Wave 1.xls

6.4.3 04/21/2023 I2303130 Updated to cleanup and remove ItemExtra from the standard Wave 1 import.
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Database Setup Wave 1.xlsm

6.4.4 04/21/2023 I2303130 Updated to cleanup and remove ItemExtra from the standard Wave 1 import.

DataTransfer.mdb

6.4.304 02/28/2023 I2302304 Updated core receiving generator search to ensure qty received uses the 

rounding units

6.4.305 04/25/2023 I2202299 A void comment field has been added to the ARPayment table.

I2212015 Reverted Modules.HasUserDefined for Cell module to False

I2301234 Adjusted MatReqAuditTrail Report main query

I2301238 Increased the number of characters for CustomExe.ClassName from 50 to 

100 to accommodate the fully qualified class names required by .Net custom 

hooks.

I2207053 Added RopeLengthFactor to CellLinks.

I2301292 Add an index to the AppIntegrationData table to improve performance as the 

table size increases.

I1905035 Added Cascade-Delete foreign keys  to ImportOrderDetails and 

ImportOrderPropertyDetails against table ImportOrder and a 

non-cascade-delete to ImportOrderDetails against ImportOrder table

I2212151 Add UserPreferences table to the sxSystem database.

I2202286 Add AllowBOMOnBuyOnly to items and itemspecs as well as Adjusted the 

integrity check 'Items - Buy Items With Bills of Material' to ignore buy items 

flagged to allow bill of materials.

I2301155 Created data transfer records to default all the retail pricing fields in estimate 

and sales order to 0, to be consistent with all Seradex float data type fields.

I2101189 Modified the name and solution of the integrity check that examines the 

system paths for windows compatibility.

I2302096 Add Cascade Delete Constraints to ContactLog for the prospect and 

customershipto table for contact log to be deleted when a prospect or shipto 

is deleted.

I2208184 Added a Localization Value for the Sales Order Cancelled status message 

that will now display at the top of the Sales Order page for a cancelled order.

I2210060 Added a translation for the error message to let a user know the account 

they are trying to create/login with is linked to multiple active customers 

which is not allowed

I2103358 Set the Include field to False for the integrity check "Items with Multiple 

Operations within its Labour Schedule that have 

ExcludeFromFiniteScheduling Unchecked".

I2301052 ActivityLog.ocx added to sxsystem VersionDllList

I2211178 Added ERP Anywhere as an Application, added Login Groups for ERP 

Anywhere.

I2212287 Added core secured controls records to hide the Credit Note approval button 

and menu item.

I2212147 Modified and added a lot of localizations for error messages for DBOX.

I2301317 Modified the based SFE table and query to add the new InvTrackingOption to 

be able to determine in a more reliable way the item types.

I2301313 Added 30,60,90 days transaction view records to the TransactionViews table 

for default transaction documents load list in Estimate and Sales Order
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6.4.305 04/25/2023 I2303032 Removed unused foreign keys for shipping detailId in Work order, Invoice 

and Receiving Lot serial tables which can affect performance of deleting 

shipping lines.

DBox Web Front End Components (WFE)

6.4.38 04/25/2023 I2302182 Fixed an issue where the app service was not included in the service order 

dialog causing the creation of a service order ticket impossible in DBOX.

I2209134 The Sell Items page will now properly render on small screens, all columns 

will be visible and can be scrolled.

Fixed an issue with Search not being able to be scrolled in DBOX on touch 

screens.

I2205045 Changed how the home dbox page is rendered. Previously if a home chart 

was set to not be viewable (through security settings) it would leave a blank 

space where the chart originally would have been rendered. Now, the charts 

will all move left to fill the empty space, so the gap will always be on the 

bottom right.

I2210185 Added support for opening the DBOX Configurator via Order Stream.

I2212076 When disabling NewsAndEvents in security, the home page should now 

render as expected. Tile resizing should also change depending on whether 

or not NewsAndEvents is enabled.

I2302008 Added https:// to the front of remote file attachment URLs

I2302232 Fixed an issue causing the Leads page to not open in DBOX.

DC2001.dll

6.4.63 04/21/2023 I2304034 Only lines with a start and finish date will be recalculated to reflect 

operation's Completed status.

I2301317 Modified to ensure that the Data Collection labour procedure pays attention 

to the lot/serial numbers stored in the WorkOrderLotSerialInventory table 

when completing lot/serial lines from the Shop Floor Execution module.

Estimating.dll

6.4.197 04/21/2023 I2204171 The auto processor will now prompt users to confirm updating line item 

pricing when reconfiguring from estimate and sales order, depending on the 

application preference: "Prompt to update line item pricing when configuring"

ImportData.exe

6.4.3 04/21/2023 I2303131 Modified to allow the manually selected SQL Server and database to be 

used.  Updated the "Connect to Server" dialog to the latest version for ease 

of use.

Infragistics4.Documents.Core.v22.2.dll

6.4.0 03/07/2023 I2209317 Release Infragistics 2022.2
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Infragistics4.Documents.Excel.v22.2.dll

6.4.0 03/07/2023 I2209317 Release Infragistics 2022.2

Infragistics4.Shared.v22.2.dll

6.4.0 03/07/2023 I2209317 Release Infragistics 2022.2

Infragistics4.Win.Misc.v22.2.dll

6.4.0 03/07/2023 I2209317 Release Infragistics 2022.2

Infragistics4.Win.UltraWinCalcManager.v22.2.dll

6.4.0 03/07/2023 I2209317 Release Infragistics 2022.2

Infragistics4.Win.UltraWinChart.v22.2.dll

6.4.0 03/07/2023 I2209317 Release Infragistics 2022.2

Infragistics4.Win.UltraWinDataSource.v22.2.dll

6.4.0 03/07/2023 I2209317 Release Infragistics 2022.2

Infragistics4.Win.UltraWinDock.v22.2.dll

6.4.0 03/07/2023 I2209317 Release Infragistics 2022.2

Infragistics4.Win.UltraWinEditors.v22.2.dll

6.4.0 03/07/2023 I2209317 Release Infragistics 2022.2

Infragistics4.Win.UltraWinGrid.ExcelExport.v22.2.dll

6.4.0 03/07/2023 I2209317 Release Infragistics 2022.2

Infragistics4.Win.UltraWinGrid.v22.2.dll

6.4.0 03/07/2023 I2209317 Release Infragistics 2022.2

Infragistics4.Win.UltraWinSchedule.v22.2.dll

6.4.0 03/07/2023 I2209317 Release Infragistics 2022.2
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Infragistics4.Win.UltraWinTabControl.v22.2.dll

6.4.0 03/07/2023 I2209317 Release Infragistics 2022.2

Infragistics4.Win.UltraWinTree.v22.2.dll

6.4.0 03/07/2023 I2209317 Release Infragistics 2022.2

Infragistics4.Win.v22.2.dll

6.4.0 03/07/2023 I2209317 Release Infragistics 2022.2

InventoryAdjustment.dll

6.4.107 04/21/2023 I2303282 Modified the Save routine to trim leading and trailing spaces of all lot and 

serial numbers before writing them to the database.

InventoryTransfer.dll

6.4.121 04/21/2023 I2212073 Altered Items transfer to not load discontinued items by default, to view both 

there is a new menu option in the tools menu similar to inventory adjustment.

Invoice.dll

6.4.187 02/21/2023 I2302289 Corrected issue whereby Invoice Auto Posting did not fire off for invoices that 

did not directly require inventory update

6.4.188 04/21/2023 I2209199 Adjusted application of deposit invoice lines to use the header tax group of 

the deposit invoice if the detail line has no dedicated tax group in case the 

deposit invoice tax was changed from the original creation of the deposit.

ItemEditor.dll

6.4.160 04/21/2023 I2108101 The Item Editor > Subcomponent spread will no longer show the Weight field 

with an inappropriate currency symbol.

I2202286 Added a new field to item editor to allow for bill of materials on buy non make 

tracked regular items.  This feature allows a buy item to have a bom for use 

in modules such as service order.

I2212005 Add prompt if save button is enabled on close button press

MatReq.dll

6.4.151 03/30/2023 I2302362 Modified to implement the divisional GL Account logic when creating MR 

lines from the MR main module user screen.

6.4.152 05/04/2023 I2202286 Ensure boms marked as buy only with a bom are excluded from mat req and 

MRP calculations.
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6.4.152 05/04/2023 I2301235 Modified MatReq to use only a StatCode available to the PO module when 

generating a PO and setting its StatCode to "Open".

I2202304 Subcontract parent item quantity on PO will now be included in the MRP and 

Forecasting MRP forms. The Export and MRP Report menu options have 

been hidden in the Forecasting MRP form as they are not currently 

implemented.

I2209128 A First Order by Date column has been added to forecast MRP to show the 

date the inventory level will fall to or below the reorder point, less the 

vendor's lead time.

POInvoice.dll

6.4.133 04/21/2023 I2209118 Corrected the sequence of calls to set the vendor for the ActivityLog control 

when appropriate.

QFEScriptEncryption.exe

6.4.1 03/07/2023 I2302230 Upgraded to Infragistics 2022.2

QFEScriptExecuter.exe

6.4.1 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

Receiving.dll

6.4.165 04/21/2023 I2110161 Added handling to allow the POInvoice form to be opened from 

Receiving.Net form.

RptPurchasing.dll

6.4.38 04/21/2023 I2301234 Edited report data to match new query

SalesOrder.dll

6.4.240 02/17/2023 I2302255 Modified to ensure the work order's UserModified is filled in in all cases when 

a work order is updated from a sales order.

I2301311 Modified to ensure that the UserCreated is always filled in when a work order 

is generated.

6.4.241 03/20/2023 I2303230 Corrected issue wherby picking a ship to via the header ship to drop down 

does not handle ship to taxes.

6.4.242 03/30/2023 I2302362 Modified to implement the divisional GL Account logic when generating 

MatReq data from the Sales Order module.

6.4.243 04/21/2023 I2204171 The auto processor will now prompt users to confirm updating line item 

pricing when reconfiguring from estimate and sales order, depending on the 

application preference: "Prompt to update line item pricing when configuring"

I2202286 Ensure boms marked as buy only with a bom are excluded from mat req and 

MRP calculations.
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6.4.243 04/21/2023 I2207260 Line quantity updates for sales orders with related work orders will now 

cascade to sub-work orders.

I2201176 The customer credit limit notification has been added to the new sales order 

interface.

I2301155 Modified clsSalesOrderFormLibrary.GetSalesOrderDetailsSQL to return 0 

from the UnitPrice field when value is NULL.

Seradex.Accounting.QuickBooksLink.dll

6.4.2 04/28/2023 I2303061 Removed the restriction for vendors to appear in update accounts only if  the 

account number is filled in and changed to use the Display name vs 

Company Name for the vendor/customer names.

I2303060 Updated QB online to obtain the login page from the new location.

Seradex.AddressSystem.dll

6.4.12 04/21/2023 I2303219 Corrected issue whereby certain regions where a village is considered a 

neighborhood of a larger location, but the API does not state the larger 

location, will not find the city.

Seradex.Aspose.dll

6.4.4 04/21/2023 I2302321 Added the code to calculate formulas after writing the input data to Input 

worksheet when using Aspose for line item pricing

Seradex.AutomatedScanner.dll

6.4.4 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

Seradex.AutoUpdater.ReleaseFileList.dll

6.4.5 03/09/2023 I2007120 Enhanced to allow loading files from an untrusted network location to 

correctly detect if the files require registration, for example, when Internet 

Explorer Enhanced Security Configuration is enabled, or when accessing the 

files from a machine specified via a FQDN or IP address.

I2202154 Modified to record nested exception messages in the event log when 

cleaning up and removing the secondary app domain.

Modified to eliminate an "Index was outside the bounds of the array" 

exception, and the subsequent "Object reference not set to an instance of an 

object, that can occur sometimes in the Server service.

I2101213 Additional modifications to try to prevent AccessViolationExceptions when 

reading file information.

Seradex.AutoUpdater.UpdateClient.dll

6.4.9 03/09/2023 I2202154 Modified to prevent a potential "Index was outside the bounds of the array" 

exception.
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6.4.9 03/09/2023 I2101213 Modified for compatibility with the change done to prevent 

AccessViolationExceptions when reading file information in the 

Seradex.AutoUpdater.ReleaseFileList.dll

I2007120 Updated the detection of the OS that is displayed on the Manual Update 

screen (Windows 10 and Server 2019 improved, Windows 11 and Server 

2022 added).  Modified to record nested exception messages in the event log 

when cleaning up secondary app domains.  Enhanced to allow untrusted 

network locations.

Seradex.BaseSystem.dll

6.4.59 04/21/2023 I2204257 Extended support of message box handling for back end processes.

I2303395 Enhanced internal functionality to add additional features.

6.4.60 05/01/2023 I2212288 Added extension method to clean up Data Set objects.

Seradex.ComComponents.dll

6.4.57 04/21/2023 I2303395 Modified to use the external Interop.sxProxy.dll instead of embedding it.

I2208099 Launching a one click email from the new sales order form will now update 

the emailed flag on the sales order.

Seradex.CommonServices.dll

6.4.79 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

6.4.80 04/21/2023 I2301382 Corrected issue where not all advanced date formats/restart periods worked 

and corrected error if the last known key was in a month that is not 31 days 

and the next key is not done until a later month where the current day did not 

exist in the last key month.

I2302007 Add new Application Preference, Default SO Contact to Ship To Contact.

I2211246 Corrected error if Genkey had a prefix greater than one character and the 

last was a number, then removing that number from the setup form leaving 

the last key alone, an error would occur attempting the next key.

I2212292 Adjusted the core API logic to send requests to wait up to 4 minutes before 

failing as opposed to the current limit of 1 minute and 40 seconds

I2208125 Rounding units can now be loaded by field name.

I2210253 Modified the application preference that causes non-stock Lot/Serial items 

allocated to a sales order to be automatically assigned to a shipment to 

handle stock items as well.

I2212151 Add functionality to save bitwise preferences.

Seradex.Connection.dll

6.4.51 04/21/2023 I2212151 Add dedicated sxSystem database connection handling.

I2206358 Added a function to return the list of columns of the supplied SQL query.

Seradex.Dbox.dll
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6.4.40 04/25/2023 I2303066 Added a conditional argument during the startup of DBOX that makes it 

backwards compatible with Clarify.

I2212147 Cleaned up the error messages in DBOX to make it consistent and to ensure 

that every expected error message has a Localization/Translation.

I2301340 Corrected an issue adding a config child item in Dbox and saving without any 

user changes to the parent or child to no longer save the incomplete 

configuration when saving/closing the page.

I2301299 Corrected an issue with Customer Config property defaults erroring when the 

property type was a Yes/No property.

I2202256 Added Support for ERP Anywhere to generate consignment receipts.

I2301210 Description is no longer a required field for a Product Line

I2302051 Fixed an issue where DocumentStorage objects would attempt to insert a 

custom value into the ID column when copying/converting an Estimate.

Disabled automatic reconfiguring on copy Estimate. Changed the automatic 

reconfiguring on Convert Estimate to Sales Order to be opt-in based on a 

website preference.

I2302111 Fixed an issue in the configurator API that was setting the wrong display 

value for a configurator grouping property.

I2302008 Modified the remote file attachment function in DBOX to return a File result 

now instead of a regular 200 response to fix a difference with .NET 6.0

I2302010 Corrected an issue where DBOX was assuming the Title could not be null on 

a Document Storage record.

Corrected an issue where a deprecated security protocol was being allowed 

when sending email requests via SMTP

I2211178 Added support for ERP Anywhere exclusive logins in the DBOX API.

I2212017 Added a piece of code to make the dbox line item details freight or handling 

aware, so that they can be rolled up correctly to the header totals.

I2202331 Temporary files created by DBOX will now be private with a pre-signed URL 

generated and given to the user, this link will be active for 24 hours. This 

change is only for temporary files such as Reports, and ICS files for 

Activities. If a permanent file is needed there are options to download the file 

to your local machine..

I2205045 Changed how the home dbox page is rendered. Previously if a home chart 

was set to not be viewable (through security settings) it would leave a blank 

space where the chart originally would have been rendered. Now, the charts 

will all move left to fill the empty space, so the gap will always be on the 

bottom right.

I2207031 DBOX will no longer overwrite the Employee, Sales Rep or Contact on an 

Estimate or Sales Order with the logged in user's information when a 

different user than who created it modifies the transaction.

I2208222 DBOX will now make sure to check the module activation information in the 

database upon login, rather than trusting the cache if the DBOXBase module 

is expired. This should prevent an issue where even if they license was 

applied it wouldn't let users login.

I2111281 DBOX will now take the Employee's assigned location into account when 

creating an Estimate/Sales Order and adding items to said order.

I2210236 Fixed an issue where DBOX would not properly determine if an Item was a 

Freight or Handling item, leading to incorrect Freight/Handling pricing until 

the Auto Processor processed the Quote/Order
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6.4.40 04/25/2023 I2302115 Implemented the single property value auto defaulting feature in Dbox, as 

supported in Order Stream

I2302356 Fixed an issue where the Create user email was expecting certain data that 

hadn't been loaded causing the email to fail to send.

I2301245 Fixed a regression where Automatic Freight/Handling charges weren't being 

flagged as such causing potential duplicate freight/handling charges.

I2302116 Since Amazon S3 is case sensitive, if a Product Line's ExcelSheetName field 

had different casing from the physical file it would fail to find the Excel Sheet 

in Amazon storage. Now when uploading a Config Sheet to DBOX it updates 

all the Product Lines that have the same Excel Sheet Name to have the 

same casing as the physical file.

I2205136 Modified the URL from Dbox to third party configurator web sites to include a 

value that will allow the configurator to be aware of the fact that the user 

using Dbox is either an employee or not, and to display the pricing update 

prompt for customers only, and not employees

Seradex.EstimateSystem.dll

6.4.30 04/21/2023 I2006010 Included the call to update the margin % in Estimating/SalesOrder when the 

Cost Override Qty is changed

I2302269 Implemented the required code to migrate the parent line item references 

from the original transaction to the new transaction when an estimate is 

copied

I2208125 Price and quantity rounding units are now loaded from the database.

I2212056 Added logic to prevent duplicate keys if a user sets a key that will be reached 

in the future either by using Manual key prompt or change key in transaction 

override.

I2211086 Added extra handling to prevent NULL values of RetailUnitPrice or 

RetailDiscountPct from being converted to a number type.

I2301348 Pricelist commissions will now be saved when applicable.

I2301155 Modified GetEstimateDetailSelectCommand commandtext and 

clsSalesOrderFormLibrary.GetSalesOrderDetailsSQL to return 0 from the 

UnitPrice field when the value  NULL.

Corrected issue in EstimateDetails and SalesOrderDetails 

DetailColumnChanged events to not reverse calculate prices when there is 

no margin, as margin is required to correctly reverse calculate line item 

pricing.

I2201264 Corrected an issue in Estimate and Sales Order generation that caused 

freight vendor information to not load correctly in estimate and to transfer 

correctly when generating sales oder from estimate

I2206358 Prevent Add Additional Charges functionality from running if the estimate has 

a related sales order. Improved performance of the Add Additional Charges 

functionality.

I2304143 Prevented one validation routine from attempting to return information on an 

empty set of items.

6.4.31 05/01/2023 I2212288 Streamlined and improved the UOM combo data loading behaviour.

Seradex.Financials.FinancialsSystem.dll
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6.4.129 04/21/2023 I2303023 Corrected anomaly with the alternative deposit import format with the extra 

fields for validation where the total values being added up end up with a 

precision error.

I2212291 Adjusted non deposit invoices that have deposit/job billing applications that 

are in a nexus state to exclude the deposit application itself from the online 

tax system assuming the deposit invoice itself was exempt.

I2212011 When adding a new tax authority for online tax, obtain the default vendor as 

one defined on another authority for the jurisdiction.

I2202299 When voiding a payment, a note can now be entered.

Seradex.Financials.TransactionPosting.dll

6.4.3 02/21/2023 I2302279 Corrected issue with receiving auto posting when approving more than one 

receipt during a receiving session.

6.4.4 02/24/2023 I2302316 Corrected posting error for receipts with no vendor.

6.4.5 04/25/2023 I2304248 Corrected issue if using Accpac 5.6 or before yet enabled finacials and used 

the newer Fiscal locking my module feature for future periods then changed 

back to Sage.

Seradex.Infragistics.dll

6.4.60 02/23/2023 I2302309 Data Validation will now only run against details in the following scenarios: 

validation occurring on save and the row was added/modified, header 

controls are used to validate the details, or the validation is occurring on 

approval.

I2302299 Ensure newly added rows are validated. Ensure detail level approval 

validation runs regardless of the row modified state.

6.4.61 02/24/2023 I2302238 Corrected issue whereby tabbing onto a editable field in Modules such as 

Financials and search based forms, typing in a character no longer enters 

edit mode.

I2302257 Ensured for any numeric field that is editable and makes use of the system 

rounding units, when the user edits the rounding units matches the display.

I2302239 The Copy, Cut and Paste abilities will be reinstated in the base .Net grid 

control.

6.4.62 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

6.4.63 04/21/2023 I2207252 Pressing "1" on a date field in a grid will no longer begin editing the cell with 

the value "01/".

I2212241 Set combo columns to non-MultiLine to ensure type ahead behaves as 

expected.

Increase size of grid row header to accommodate orders with over 10k lines 

and bolded row numbers.

I2212151 Add the ability to prevent Enter from moving to the next row while editing a 

textbox in a grid.

I2301015 Added sxDate control to better control when to fire the date changed event.

I2304074 Added an exception for grid columns tagged "Priority" to exclude them from 

numeric non-integer handling required to prevent up/down arrow actions.

6.4.64 04/28/2023 I2212077 The Caps Lock key will now be observed when initially typing into a cell not in 

Edit mode.
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Seradex.Inventory.Adjustment.dll

6.4.8 04/21/2023 I2210090 The inventory adjustment system has been updated to better integrate with 

the inventory transfer system.

Seradex.Inventory.dll

6.4.42 04/21/2023 I2207260 If a work order line quantity update decreases a sub-work order line quantity 

to the quantity already completed, remaining inventory allocated to the 

sub-work order will be deallocated.

I2302102 Updated the ReleaseAllocatedInventory method to match the VB6 version.  

Modified to allow use in more scenarios.  Improved the efficiency of the 

Inventory de-allocation.

I2304038 Corrected issue receiving directly to sales order ownership when drop ship is 

enabled and improved performance of receiving onto sales order ownership.

I2303304 Corrected issue where relieving negative or allocating to the batch where the 

inventory record has a null in either rack or bin.

I2301317 Modified to add a new enumeration for the inventory tracking types.

I2204257 Shipping now supports consuming inventory from mobile applications.

6.4.43 04/26/2023 I2304267 Corrected issue checking for negative inventory if the shipment contains 

unallocated regular tracked product line items.

Seradex.Inventory.Transfer.dll

6.4.6 04/21/2023 I2210090 The transfer system has been updated to support inventory containers.

Seradex.InvoiceSystem.dll

6.4.33 04/21/2023 I2301089 Corrected issue when generating invoices for orders where the rate was 

different,the rate is not always the rate as of today.

Seradex.Library.dll

6.4.29 04/21/2023 I2212151 Add sxSystem table objects.

Seradex.MaintenanceToolsSystem.dll

6.4.0 04/21/2023 I2212151 Add functionality to facilitate loading and saving of user preferences.

Seradex.MasterApi.dll

6.4.11 04/25/2023 I2207216 Added support for deploying the .Net 6.0 DBOX API

I2301066 The MasterAPI will now check that the Release Folder being passed to it as 

an argument is valid against the actual physical folders on the server rather 

than a predetermined/hard-coded list.

I2212117 Added an app_offline.htm file to internal DBOX deployments so that DLLs 

are freed up to allow updates to go through even when the website is being 

used.
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Technical Release Notes

May 2023

Seradex.Messaging.dll

6.4.5 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

Seradex.OrderEntry.Bases.dll

6.4.26 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

6.4.27 04/21/2023 I2212255 Corrected an issue that causes an invalid employee error message pop up 

when opening Delivery schedule

I2301155 Modified GetEstimateDetailSelectCommand commandtext and 

clsSalesOrderFormLibrary.GetSalesOrderDetailsSQL to return 0 from the 

UnitPrice field when the value  NULL.

Corrected issue in EstimateDetails and SalesOrderDetails 

DetailColumnChanged events to not reverse calculate prices when there is 

no margin, as margin is required to correctly reverse calculate line item 

pricing.

I2301348 Add properties to the generic OrderEntry objects for data required by 

commissions saving.

Seradex.OrderEntry.SalesOrderEDI.dll

6.4.23 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

Seradex.OrderEntryLibrary.dll

6.4.32 04/21/2023 I2301348 Add the ability to save commissions from the Pricelist Excel file.

I2301155 Modified GetEstimateDetailSelectCommand commandtext and 

clsSalesOrderFormLibrary.GetSalesOrderDetailsSQL to return 0 from the 

UnitPrice field when the value  NULL.

Corrected issue in EstimateDetails and SalesOrderDetails 

DetailColumnChanged events to not reverse calculate prices when there is 

no margin, as margin is required to correctly reverse calculate line item 

pricing.

I2207074 Corrected issue when selecting an item in Service Order that required the 

item have both a Price List and Price UOM value.

Seradex.ProductConfigurator.dll

6.4.14 04/21/2023 I2302302 Corrected an issue that causes auto configurator processed line items to be 

flagged as successfully processed with no errors, although no bill of 

materials are created.

Seradex.Production.Bases.dll

6.4.6 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2
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Technical Release Notes

May 2023

Seradex.Production.Calendar.dll

6.4.18 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

Seradex.Production.DataCollection.dll

6.4.66 03/06/2023 I2303018 Corrected issue whereby if the immediate prior operation is either non 

tracked or optional because of percent complete zero and the one before is 

also skipped, the operation does not appear in Shop floor.

6.4.67 03/14/2023 I2302181 Modified to eliminate an issue loading data when one operation has many 

splits, and to improve the speed of loading the data.

6.4.68 03/28/2023 I2303235 Report options have been restored on events in shop floor execution.

6.4.69 03/31/2023 I2303341 Modified to eliminate an issue where an operation is treated as the final 

operation when the next op has multiple pre-ops.

6.4.70 04/21/2023 I2303395 Modified to use the external Interop.sxProxy.dll instead of embedding it.

I2301317 Modified to correct some issues with the barcode logic to ensure that it works 

properly for lot/serial items.

I2210029 Modified to be able to suppress the unnecessary prompts that ask the user to 

continue when processing in scanning mode.

Seradex.Production.dll

6.4.9 05/05/2023 I2207053 Moved common cell update functionality to this assembly to allow it to be 

used by scheduling.

Seradex.Production.Maintenance.dll

6.4.8 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

Seradex.Production.ProductionTracking.dll

6.4.16 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

Seradex.Production.PunchClock.dll

6.4.18 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

Seradex.Production.Rework.dll

6.4.21 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

Seradex.Production.Scheduling.dll

6.4.89 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

6.4.90 04/21/2023 I2207053 Modified to add Rope Length to drum cell changer UI.

6.4.91 05/05/2023 I2207053 Modified to improve the cell changer functionality.  It can now be used with 

sub workorders which will update the entire work order, sub work order chain.
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Technical Release Notes

May 2023

Seradex.Production.WorkOrder.dll

6.4.43 03/23/2023 I2303283 Corrected a core validation query.

6.4.44 04/21/2023 I2207053 Modified to add Rope Length to the multi-cell changer UI.

I2007270 When uncompleting a work order in rework, if the original WIP had user 

defined values, restore the inventory with the same User Defined values.

I2211310 When performing rework actions that require work order transactions such as 

uncomplete or scrap WIP, if a reason code is selected and that reason code 

happens to have a GL, then use that GL account to match how inventory 

adjustments from rework are done.

I2207260 Work order line quantity updates will now cascade to sub-work orders.

I2301078 Replace message box from VB6 on saving workorder (leaving new 

grdMessageBox version)

6.4.45 05/05/2023 I2207053 Modified to optionally enable updating related open transactions.

Seradex.Purchasing.dll

6.4.37 03/30/2023 I2302362 Modified to implement the divisional GL Account logic when creating 

purchase order detail lines from the main purchase order user screen.

6.4.38 04/21/2023 I2303022 Altered Po to ensure if a new line is added to a Received or invoiced PO and 

the default qty is kept, that the header status updates properly.

Seradex.Purchasing.MatReq.dll

6.4.2 04/21/2023 I2209232 Selective mat req lines will no longer be locked when the quantity increase is 

the same as the quantity already on mat req.

Seradex.Purchasing.PurchasingEDI.dll

6.4.2 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

Seradex.Purchasing.ReceivingSystem.dll

6.4.38 02/28/2023 I2302317 Corrected issue when receiving a receipt that spans multiple Purchase 

orders at the same time that the AP accrual GL was incorrect.

I2302347 Corrected issue receiving regular tracked inventory where there is a rack bin 

specified on the receiving line and there is nothing in the receiving lot serial 

allocation for that line, it would not use the rack/bin stated.

Seradex.RestApi.dll

6.4.34 04/25/2023 I2301056 Fixed an issue where DBOX wasn't properly maintaining the timezone of the 

SQL Server when passing data around so occasionally dates would drift out 

of sync.

I2210185 Added functions to ensure that the DBOX Configurator has been launched 

from Order Stream when trying to access the DBOX Configurator without 

logging in to DBOX.
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May 2023

6.4.34 04/25/2023 I2211178 Added support for ERP Anywhere exclusive logins in the DBOX API.

I2302052 Added XML content encoding back to DBOX since it was removed in .NET 

6.0 and certain clients relied on it.

I2302051 Fixed an issue where DocumentStorage objects would attempt to insert a 

custom value into the ID column when copying/converting an Estimate.

Disabled automatic reconfiguring on copy Estimate. Changed the automatic 

reconfiguring on Convert Estimate to Sales Order to be opt-in based on a 

website preference.

I2302008 Modified the remote file attachment function in DBOX to return a File result 

now instead of a regular 200 response to fix a difference with .NET 6.0

I2301210 Added any model validation failures for the configurator into the error 

response of the API.

I2212147 Cleaned up the error messages in DBOX to make it consistent and to ensure 

that every expected error message has a Localization/Translation.

I2303098 Fixed an issue where response compression wasn't being used for the 

configurator in cases where the data exceeds a certain size threshold.

I2303066 Added a conditional argument during the startup of DBOX that makes it 

backwards compatible with Clarify.

I2304177 Corrected an issue that caused a custom Job Costing API route.to be 

unreachable because .NET 6 could not determine which route was correct.

Seradex.SalesOrderSystem.dll

6.4.41 03/02/2023 I2303006 Added a qualifier that there be one or more lines present before validating 

lines' ShipTo agreement, preventing a potential error.

6.4.42 04/21/2023 I2201264 Corrected an issue in Estimate and Sales Order generation that caused 

freight vendor information to not load correctly in estimate and to transfer 

correctly when generating sales oder from estimate

I2206358 Improved performance of the Add Additional Charges functionality.

I2303215 Added handling to allow for SalesOrderDetails.DiscountPct having a NULL 

value.

I2303006 Removed an unnecessary call to save the SalesOrder document after 

generating Material Requisition.

I2205313 The SalesOrder > Tools > Move SO Lines to Other SO function will now limit 

the destination SO to those with the same job (or no job at all, if the source 

SO is also not associated wtih any job).

I2301348 Pricelist commissions will now be saved when applicable.

I2301155 Modified GetEstimateDetailSelectCommand commandtext and 

clsSalesOrderFormLibrary.GetSalesOrderDetailsSQL to return 0 from the 

UnitPrice field when the value  NULL.

Corrected issue in EstimateDetails and SalesOrderDetails 

DetailColumnChanged events to not reverse calculate prices when there is 

no margin, as margin is required to correctly reverse calculate line item 

pricing.

I2208125 Price and quantity rounding units are now loaded from the database.

I2212056 Added logic to prevent duplicate keys if a user sets a key that will be reached 

in the future either by using Manual key prompt or change key in transaction 

override.

I2211086 Added extra handling to prevent NULL values of RetailUnitPrice or 

RetailDiscountPct from being converted to a number type.
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May 2023

6.4.42 04/21/2023 I2006010 Included the call to update the margin % in Estimating/SalesOrder when the 

Cost Override Qty is changed

I2302269 Implemented the required code to migrate the parent line item references 

from the original transaction to the new transaction when a sales order is 

copied

I2302004 Generating a shipment from the sales order tools menu will no longer create 

multiple shipping documents if multiple shipping comments are saved against 

the sales order.

Seradex.Search.dll

6.4.91 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

Seradex.Shipping.dll

6.4.24 02/21/2023 I2302282 Corrected issue when using customer part numbers and one or more lines 

on the sales order does not have a customer part number saved against the 

sales order line.

6.4.25 04/21/2023 I2301303 Restored functionality to push the shipment's BillOfLading value into the 

BillOfLading field of a shipment's related invoice.

I2210253 Modified shipping to allow stock and non-stock Lot/Serial items allocated to a 

sales order to be automatically assigned to a shipment when the application 

preference is set.

I2204257 Shipping now supports consuming inventory from mobile applications.

6.4.26 04/26/2023 I2304267 The .Net shipping backend has been updated to correctly identify systems 

using consolidated work orders.

6.4.27 05/03/2023 I2304278 When approving a shipment that would produce negative inventory, a 

message stating inventory will go negative will now only appear when the 

application preference to allow negative inventory is enabled.

Seradex.SpecBuilder.dll

6.4.9 04/21/2023 I2202286 Ensure the AllowBOMOnBuyOnly field transfers to the item spec on spec 

creation.

Seradex.Strings.dll

6.4.52 04/21/2023 I2210253 Modified the application preference that causes non-stock Lot/Serial items 

allocated to a sales order to be automatically assigned to a shipment to 

handle stock items as well.

I2212151 Add UserPreference enum.

I2302007 Add new Application Preference, Default SO Contact to Ship To Contact.

Seradex.UserDefined.dll

6.4.17 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

6.4.18 04/21/2023 I2301063 User defined drop down boxes will now have their lists populated when users 

tab into the control to enable the type-ahead.
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Seradex.Utilities.AvawareSystem.dll

6.4.6 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

Seradex.Utilities.BatchTransactionProcessor.exe

6.4.1 04/21/2023 I2210253 Modified shipping to allow stock and non-stock Lot/Serial items allocated to a 

sales order to be automatically assigned to a shipment when the application 

preference is set.

Seradex.Utilities.CopyConfigurator.dll

6.4.3 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

Seradex.Utilities.GizaSystem.dll

6.4.7 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

Seradex.Utilities.ImportAdapterInterface.dll

6.4.26 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

Seradex.Utilities.IntegrationMgrSystem.dll

6.4.29 03/28/2023 I2303261 Modified to correct a problem updating the parent item information in the 

temporary BOM table after the option "Add Link to Existing" has been chosen 

from the "Missing Items" screen for a subassembly item during the 

Microvellum import.  Note that this temporary table contains the BOM to 

create the final spec.

6.4.30 04/21/2023 I2304090 Ensure that environment path variables can be used with the Input and 

OutputFileLocation fields.

I2211065 Modified to implement missing functionality for the Cabinet Vision

I2301155 Updated IntegrationMgrSystem to update the UnitPrice field when updating 

the ListPrice fields in estimate and sales order details.

I2211296 Modified to ensure that the unit of measure is shown in the Item Editor when 

viewing the sub-components.

Seradex.Utilities.OrderImport.dll

6.4.33 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

Seradex.Utilities.ProKitchenSystem.dll

6.4.3 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2
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Seradex.Win.AdvancedDeliverySchedule.dll

6.4.6 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

Seradex.Win.AppboxThemeConfigurator.dll

6.4.6 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

Seradex.Win.AppboxThemeSelector.dll

6.4.7 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

Seradex.Win.AvawareImport.dll

6.4.5 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

Seradex.Win.BarcodeShipping.dll

6.4.8 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

6.4.9 04/21/2023 I2210253 Modified shipping to allow stock and non-stock Lot/Serial items allocated to a 

sales order to be automatically assigned to a shipment when the application 

preference is set.

Seradex.Win.BatchProcessor.dll

6.4.22 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

Seradex.Win.BatchTransactionProcessorSetup.dll

6.4.2 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

Seradex.Win.BillOfLading.dll

6.4.14 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

Seradex.Win.ConcurrentItemLookup.dll

6.4.10 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

Seradex.Win.Configurator.dll

6.4.5 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

Seradex.Win.Controls.dll
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6.4.37 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

6.4.38 04/24/2023 I2212241 The type ahead of the Transaction column in the Comments control will no 

longer auto-complete the suggested combo entry.

I2212074 Have prospect CRM button be visible independent of advanced bill to

I2302241 Focus to the Bill To combo after clicking Add.

I2304245 Addressed an issue that can occur when manually typing an account into the 

account combo and then pressing enter.

6.4.39 04/28/2023 I2210210 Ensure that when using Alt key menu shortcuts the top-level menu will now 

stay open until the user makes a selection or manually closes the menu.

I2301070 Ensure the header comments save properly when using the explode view 

tool

Seradex.Win.CRMCampaigns.dll

6.4.15 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

Seradex.Win.DeliverySchedule.dll

6.4.27 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

Seradex.Win.Estimate.dll

6.4.47 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

6.4.48 04/21/2023 I2006010 Included the call to update the margin % in Estimating/SalesOrder when the 

Cost Override Qty is changed

I2211087 The 'Estimated Shipping Date' menu has been removed.

I2208125 Price and quantity rounding units are now applied to the estimate details grid.

I1909142 Modified to allow the logic to update shipto information to always run when 

the existing LocationID on the transaction is nothing and needs to be 

updated.

I2304215 Reverted the web browser control from the WebViewer2 to the original 

WebBrowser control, for clients that originally used the the WebBrowser 

control

I2303104 Restored the call to set secured controls when loading a specific estimate.

I2302241 Focus to the Bill To combo after clicking Add.

I2209121 Added an origin qualifier to the incoming SalesRep's Inactive status 

validation for the SalesOrder and Estimate forms.

I2206358 Improved robustness of the Add Additional Charges behaviour to continue 

with document saving if an error occurs.

I2201264 Corrected an issue in Estimate and Sales Order generation that caused 

freight vendor information to not load correctly in estimate and to transfer 

correctly when generating sales oder from estimate

6.4.49 04/28/2023 I2210210 Apply all applicable VB6 Alt shortcuts to the .Net Estimate form menus.

6.4.50 05/01/2023 I2212288 Enhanced the behaviour of cleaning up UOM combos from overwritten line 

items to only run when the document is saved. Also ensure the combo is fully 

disposed and removed.

Seradex.Win.Financials.dll
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6.4.127 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

6.4.128 04/21/2023 I2202299 When voiding a payment, a note can now be entered.

I2303023 Altered to ensure new deposit imported via the deposit import is loaded onto 

the screen for the user to review.

Seradex.Win.FixedAssetMgmt.dll

6.4.2 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

Seradex.Win.IntegrationManager.dll

6.4.20 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

6.4.21 04/21/2023 I2211065 Modified to implement missing functionality for the Cabinet Vision

I2304090 Ensure that environment path variables can be used with the Input and 

OutputFileLocation fields.

Seradex.Win.IntercompanyManagement.dll

6.4.7 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

Seradex.Win.InventoryAdditionalInfo.dll

6.4.7 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

Seradex.Win.InventoryAdjustment.dll

6.4.1 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

Seradex.Win.InventoryCosting.dll

6.4.10 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

Seradex.Win.InventoryTransfer.dll

6.4.33 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

6.4.34 04/21/2023 I2209106 Expanded the container management load options to allow loading only what 

is in the container for easier removal and remember the choices the user 

made.

Seradex.Win.Invoice.dll

6.4.57 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

6.4.58 04/21/2023 I2212192 Remove unimplemented configure menu from right click context menu

I2208125 Price and quantity rounding units are now applied to the invoice details grid.

I2212277 Allocating inventory to an invoice detail line will no longer set the form's focus 

to the invoice date.
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6.4.58 04/21/2023 I2302028 Modified the Invoice Workflow control to be loaded with the current date by 

default when loaded for the first time.

Seradex.Win.ItemAlternates.dll

6.4.2 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

Seradex.Win.ItemEditor.dll

6.4.3 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

6.4.4 04/21/2023 I2212135 Added validation to the Divisions lookup and the Item Division Setup form to 

prevent incomplete data from being entered.

Seradex.Win.MailMerge.dll

6.4.13 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

Seradex.Win.MaintenanceTools.dll

6.4.16 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

6.4.17 04/21/2023 I2212135 Added validation to the Divisions lookup and the Item Division Setup form to 

prevent incomplete data from being entered.

I2212151 Add a new User Preferences form.

Seradex.Win.MatReq.dll

6.4.3 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

Seradex.Win.NonConformanceManager.dll

6.4.30 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

Seradex.Win.OrderEntryFormLibrary.dll

6.4.6 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

6.4.7 03/30/2023 I2303330 Modified the date format used to store a webrequest record for web 

configurator, to not depend on the system user date format, and to use sql 

server format.

6.4.8 04/21/2023 I2304215 Reverted the web browser control from the WebViewer2 to the original 

WebBrowser control, for clients that originally used the the WebBrowser 

control

Seradex.Win.Packaging.dll

6.4.7 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2
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Seradex.Win.Production.dll

6.4.9 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

Seradex.Win.ProspectImport.dll

6.4.24 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

Seradex.Win.Purchasing.dll

6.4.66 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

6.4.67 04/21/2023 I2111115 Made a few cosmetic changes to the controls in the ShipTo frame.

I2212223 Adjusted Location MRP logic to work if the locationID field in the base query 

was setup as [Locationid]

I2202304 The Item Type property will no longer be a determining factor for whether an 

item will appear in the PO form line item combo or not.

Seradex.Win.QuickConfigurator.dll

6.4.35 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

Seradex.Win.Receiving.dll

6.4.57 02/21/2023 I2302277 Corrected issue whereby Receiving was not letting values being entered 

such as Qty received in the receiving rounding units.

6.4.58 02/28/2023 I2302304 Corrected issue whereby Receiving Generator was not displaying the qty 

received using the rounding units.

6.4.59 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

6.4.60 04/21/2023 I2110161 Added handling to allow the POInvoice form to be opened from 

Receiving.Net form.

I2304061 Corrected issue launching Container Management from Receiving whereby it 

would close the connection.

Seradex.Win.RecurringTransaction.dll

6.4.26 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

6.4.27 04/21/2023 I2303070 Corrected issue whereby the percentage and current amount columns would 

not allow negatives nor the percentage editing beyond 2 decimals.

Seradex.Win.Reports.dll

6.4.26 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

Seradex.Win.SalesOrder.dll

6.4.52 02/17/2023 I2302240 Opening a sales order from Search no longer clears the Sales Order combo.
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6.4.53 02/21/2023 I2302272 Corrected issue loading a sales order from Search/external modules where 

fields such as contact and status where blanked out if populated on the 

order.  Also corrected launching an order from Job costing.

6.4.54 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

I2302378 Corrected issue where using both work order generation on approval and 

matreq on approval was requiring the user to save to generate matreq.

6.4.55 04/21/2023 I2301035 Reconfiguring from the Tools menu will now apply changes to related work 

orders.

I2302241 Focus to the Bill To combo after clicking Add.

I2209121 Added an origin qualifier to the incoming SalesRep's Inactive status 

validation for the SalesOrder and Estimate forms.

I2301015 Updated all header date controls to use the new sxDate control.

I2201264 Corrected an issue in Estimate and Sales Order generation that caused 

freight vendor information to not load correctly in estimate and to transfer 

correctly when generating sales oder from estimate

I2303373 Corrected issue whereby Expected Ship Date,  Expected Arrival Date and 

Request date cannot be blanked out if not required.

I2304215 Reverted the web browser control from the WebViewer2 to the original 

WebBrowser control, for clients that originally used the the WebBrowser 

control

I2006010 Included the call to update the margin % in Estimating/SalesOrder when the 

Cost Override Qty is changed

I2302285 Added a validation to disallow users from opening the MV import form from 

the sales order module, if the selected document is approved.

I2302007 When the Default SO Contact to Ship To Contact preference is ON, the 

system will prioritize using the Ship To contact to set the sales order contact. 

When OFF, the Bill To contact will be prioritized.

I2208125 Price and quantity rounding units are now applied to the sales order details 

grid.

I2302122 Add the Tags & Keys menu and functionality to the Sales Order Tools menu.

6.4.56 04/28/2023 I2210210 Apply all applicable VB6 Alt shortcuts to the .Net Sales Order form menus.

I2301070 Corrected issue with the "Save and continue" prompts when running reports 

or other actions that require a save where it would save but not continue with 

the action

I2304319 Transaction Commissions button location corrected to be next to the Sales 

Rep combo.

I2302050 Improved performance saving when the preference to use colour coding by 

item running balance is used.  Also when looking at a bom in Sales order do 

not save unless the line is new.

Seradex.Win.Scheduling.dll

6.4.52 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

6.4.53 04/21/2023 I2207053 Modified to add Rope Length to drum cell changer UI.

6.4.54 05/05/2023 I2207053 Modified to improve the cell changer functionality.  It can now be used with 

sub workorders which will update the entire work order, sub work order chain.

Seradex.Win.Scheduling.Finite.dll

6.4.36 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2
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6.4.37 05/05/2023 I2207053 Modified to add Rope Length to drum cell changer UI, and to improve the cell 

changer functionality.  It can now be used with sub workorders which will 

update the entire work order, sub work order chain.

Seradex.Win.Search.dll

6.4.102 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

Seradex.Win.ServiceOrder.dll

6.4.16 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

6.4.17 04/21/2023 I2207074 A service order detail and item must now be selected when launching 

Configurator from the Service Order Material grid.

Seradex.Win.Shipping.dll

6.4.45 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

6.4.46 04/21/2023 I2212214 Freight information can now be updated on approved shipments.

I2204257 Shipping now supports consuming inventory from mobile applications.

I2304196 Removed validation (on save) to check if the shipment header should have a 

non-NULL SalesOrderID value.

Seradex.Win.ShopFloorExecution.dll

6.4.63 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

6.4.64 03/14/2023 I2302181 Modified to prevent loading data while typing an employee or cell to improve 

speed.

6.4.65 04/21/2023 I2301317 Modified to correct some issues with the barcode logic to ensure that it works 

properly for lot/serial items.

I2303395 Modified to report any load issues with sxProxy.

I2210029 Modified to suppress the unnecessary prompts that ask the user to continue 

when processing in scanning mode.

Seradex.Win.UIBases.dll

6.4.23 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

Seradex.Win.UserDefinedPropertyMaintenance.dll

6.4.29 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

Seradex.Win.WorkFlow.dll

6.4.14 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2
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Seradex.Win.WorkOrder.dll

6.4.43 03/07/2023 I2209317 Upgraded to Infragistics 22.2

6.4.44 03/13/2023 I2303161 Corrected issue with the work order combo not recognizing pasting of a work 

order or adding a new WO on manual creation of a work order.

6.4.45 03/30/2023 I2301319 Corrected issue loading a work order from external sources such as Sales 

Order or Search where it was loading the data twice.  Also this corrects an 

issue where the progress form produces an error.

6.4.46 04/21/2023 I2210192 Validation has been added to the work order generator to warn users when 

to quantity to make exceeds the quantity remaining on the sales order.

I2207053 Modified to add Rope Length to multi-cell changer UI.

I2207260 Work order line quantity updates will now cascade to sub-work orders.

6.4.47 05/05/2023 I2207053 Modified to optionally enable updating related open transactions.

setup.exe

6.4.3 02/22/2023 I2210215 Modified to ensure that the Installer uses an up to date version of the TLS  

(Transport Layer Security) protocol.  Also, updated the service to use the 

latest Microsoft Graph and Indentity Client libraries.

Shipping.dll

6.4.177 04/21/2023 I2210253 Modified shipping to allow stock and non-stock Lot/Serial items allocated to a 

sales order to be automatically assigned to a shipment when the application 

preference is set.

I2106260 Corrected issue where batch processing will not use the sales order properly 

as the flow key if shipping genkey is setup to flow from sales order.

SpecBuilder.dll

6.4.48 04/21/2023 I2202286 Ensure the AllowBOMOnBuyOnly field transfers to the item spec on spec 

creation.

SubContracting.dll

6.4.67 04/21/2023 I2109287 When either the From or To Location in the Generate SC Documents form is 

changed, the related quantity for that line will be refreshed.

sxLicense.exe

6.4.27 04/25/2023 I2301197 Licenses that are not shared among all sub companies can no longer be 

modified from the global view unless the tools menu option is set.  The option 

is cleared on save, load, and undo.  Additional modifications were made to 

try to prevent the inadvertant change of license data, including no longer 

saving unmodified license data.

sxMaintenance.dll
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6.4.152 04/24/2023 I2211178 Added additional functionality to the DBOX\Web Login tab to be able to 

register and manage ERP Anywhere user logins/groups.

I2204171 The auto processor will now prompt users to confirm updating line item 

pricing when reconfiguring from estimate and sales order, depending on the 

application preference: "Prompt to update line item pricing when configuring"

sxMaintenanceControls.ocx

6.4.42 04/21/2023 I2204171 The auto processor will now prompt users to confirm updating line item 

pricing when reconfiguring from estimate and sales order, depending on the 

application preference: "Prompt to update line item pricing when configuring"

I2302007 Add new Application Preference, Default SO Contact to Ship To Contact.

I2208125 Quantity and Price rounding units can now be saved for the estimate, sales 

order, and invoice modules.

I2210253 Modified the application preference that causes non-stock Lot/Serial items 

allocated to a sales order to be automatically assigned to a shipment to 

handle stock items as well.

sxPhysical.dll

6.4.42 04/21/2023 I2209206 Added a Reference field to each tag.  Appended the concatenated Reference 

values to the adjustment line's comment.

sxProxy.exe

6.4.32 04/21/2023 I2208099 Launching a one click email from the new sales order form will now update 

the emailed flag on the sales order.

sxRuntime.exe

6.4.61 04/21/2023 I2212151 Add User Tools and User Preferences menus to the main OrderStream 

dashboard form.

SxRuntimeToSxSystem.exe

6.4.2 03/07/2023 I2302230 Upgraded to Infragistics 2022.2

sxUserDefineds.ocx

6.4.49 02/24/2023 I2302287 Corrected an issue that was halting the initial defaulting process when 

loading module user defineds

Template.xls

6.4.15 04/28/2023 I2111210 Removed merged cells in FinalDataExport configurator template worksheet 

and cleaned up the cells and their formats
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TemplateImportQueries.mdb

6.4.6 04/25/2023 I2303130 Updated to cleanup and remove ItemExtra from the standard Wave 1 import, 

and to address an issue with the import of CompanySetup info from the 

standard Wave 0 import.

WorkOrder.dll

6.4.222 02/15/2023 I2302173 Addressed an issue that prevented using item substitution on the Shop Floor 

Execution Transfer for sub workorders.

6.4.223 02/23/2023 I2301371 Modified to correct an issue when using the Batch Processor for work order 

completion together with the application preference: "Backflush additional 

Inventory to satisfy BOM Requirements", where the system was not seeing 

the inventory pre-allocated by the backflushing process and was allocating 

more causing double-consumption.

6.4.224 03/30/2023 I2302362 Modified to implement the divisional GL Account logic when generating 

MatReq data from the Work Order module.

6.4.225 04/21/2023 I2202286 Ensure boms marked as buy only with a bom are excluded from mat req and 

MRP calculations.

I2209109 Modified the work order completion process to allow consuming non-stock 

inventory allocated to a container.

I2211310 When performing rework actions that require work order transactions such as 

uncomplete or scrap WIP, if a reason code is selected and that reason code 

happens to have a GL, then use that GL account to match how inventory 

adjustments from rework are done.

I2007270 When uncompleting a work order in rework, if the original WIP had user 

defined values, restore the inventory with the same User Defined values.
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